
REDMOOR ACADEMY: LITERACY CURRICULUM JOURNEY

A graduate of the Redmoor Literacy curriculum can conquer 
self-doubt and advocate for others in order to stand up for their 
beliefs and values as active citizens with a voice. Through high 
quality sharing of fiction, engaging with the themes and the 
writers’ crafts, students emerge with a deeper understanding of 
the world and human behaviour. Ultimately they know the 
power of words and have a vocabulary to match any ambition 
they may hold.

Page Turners: 
During KS3 registration students sit back 
and relax whilst enjoying a gripping novel 

read aloud to them by their Tutor. 

Power & Protest
To analyse the hierarchy of power 
in society and the role of ordinary 
people in the struggle for change

Whole School
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KS4 Reading Aloud: 
During KS4 registration students 

sit back and listen to an 
engaging piece of nonfiction. 

The texts vary from inspirational 
autobiographies, real life 

adventures & current global 
issues. 

Word of the Week: To widen 
students’ vocabulary they are 

encouraged to use our word for 
the week in and outside of the 

classroom. 

Targeted Invention: 
Selected students share a book 

together building literacy and 
oracy skills. They discover new 

vocabulary; discussing the 
meaning and application, and 

embedding the knowledge 
through definition work.   

Does it exist?
Look beyond ourselves! We will debate the 

supernatural and how much we allow 
ourselves to believe in things we cannot see. 

 

In the public eye
To discuss the blurred line between our public and private 

lives. We will analyse the role of the media in today’s society, 
the age of the ordinary celebrity and the ethics of telling real 

life stories.

School Life
Starting secondary school is a pivotal time in our lives. We will 

discuss the importance of reading for pleasure, escaping reality 
through our imaginations and reflecting on key issues that affect all 

of us in school. 

Human Nature
To examine the fundamental 

characteristics of human beings. 
What are our greatest strengths 

and most dangerous 
weaknesses?  

Bringing it together
How can we apply what we have learnt to wider 

curriculum life? How can we take these skills and 
utilise them to achieve our full potential? How can 

we successfully make our voices heard?  9 
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In all subjects, oracy 
opportunities are 

planned and  used to 
share and deepen 

learning. 

Students are encouraged and 
supported in shared reading of 
challenging texts and articles 
which connect each subject to 

its real-world context.

Appreciating the power of words, literate students speak, read and write with skill and confidence

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1LgcvQFYqvcQ-oLz94Fb5A3KdQIimSB4GYAHtI2wcU1Y/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1_53_PkFvyQKyV0d5VgFIpFWY-RUQX5l_skeOiTeLW5M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1CN-hq8pJfckmjt1PrDiUHTpzWq23T5ivPuHDIZWqpZ0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Q58xd2r_ymF2EtIqHBcVsPDM_XrCPPpmtiaX6Elb1DA/edit?usp=sharing

